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PREFACE

Computer systems are being used in Indian research reactors
and nuclear power plants mainly in the areas of data acquisition,
process monitoring and control and alarm annunciation. A few
systems have also incorporated functions which are critical from
the safety point of view. The software in these systems is a very
important component from the. point of view of reliability and
safety. The design and evaluation of software also requires
special approach due to its unique nature. It was decided to
evolve guidelines for designing and review of computer /
microprocessor based systems for use in nuclear power plants in
India. The guidelines would have to be in line with current
standards and state of the art in this field.

The present document tries to address various issues and
presents guidelines, keeping in mind practicability of the
suggestions. Effort has been made to make the guidelines as
comprehensive as possible and cover all issues relating to the
design and development of computer based systems. The more
traditional issues regarding hardware such as use of certified
components, testing practices, documentation and drawing
standards, seismic requirements etc. are assumed to be covered in
detail by existing guidelines. Hence these have not been
discussed in detail. However hardware design issues which are
very characteristic of computer based systems have been included.
These guidelines are expected to be useful to the specifiers,
designers and reviewers of such systems.

The authors express their gratitude to Shri A. Kakodkar,
Director, Reactor Design and Development Group for his
encouragement during development of this document.

The authors are grateful to Shri G. Govindarajan, Head,
Reactor Control Division for his guidance during the writing of
these guidelines.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Objectives and Scope

A large number of projects for developing computer based
systems have been and are being undertaken in various R&D units
of DAE. These systems meet monitoring, control and operational
needs in research reactors and nuclear power plants. These
systems have an operational phase spanning over many years and
are expected to deliver reliable and safe service during this
period. These systems fall in the category of real time systems.
In order to ensure that every computer based system performs as
desired, it must be designed and built to high quality standards.
The objectives of these guidelines are

i) to ensure system design and development approach
commensurate with current standards.

ii) to ensure production of safe and reliable software.
iii) to produce adequately documented computer based

system.

Every computer based system has two major components
viz. software and hardware. The software is generally highly
complex in nature and therefore its quality needs to be assured
by monitoring it at every stage of development rather than by
merely testing it after the development is complete. This
requires that structured software life cycle approach be followed
and it be concurrently supported by software Verification and
Validation (V&V) activities.

The hardware quality assurance is a relatively established
field. The prevalent standards on component selection,
fabrication and testing can be invoked. However there are many
hardware design issues specific to computers and related hardware
which need to be addressed. Therefore much of this document deals
with software design issues and computer system as a whole. The
hardware aspects are dealt with to the extent these are relevant
to the computer based systems.

Specifically this document establishes guidelines for the
following

System Specification and Design
Hardware Design
Software Design, Implementation and Testing
Computer System Validation

1.2. Classification of Computer based Systems

Depending on the role played by the computer based systems
they have been classified into three categories as described
below:

- Systems which automatically take appropriate actions to ensure
safety of plant, environment and public and aid in plant
emergency management. They include reactor safety and protection
systems, safety parameter display system and other plant



emergency management systems etc. They will be termed Class I
systems.

- Systems which aid in handling normal and slightly off-normal
operating conditions. They include alarm annunciation systems,
reactor regulating .systems, plant diagnosis systems and process
control systems. These will be termed Class II systems.

- Systems that aid in efficient management of the normal
operating plant. They include data acquisition systems,
monitoring systems, operator and management information systems
etc. These will be termed Class III systems.

The guidelines stated here are applicable to all three
categories of the systems. The relevance of a particular
guideline to any particular category is explicitly stated with
that guideline.



2. SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE ACTIVITIES

The total useful life span of a system can be divided into
the following major phases

1. Conceptualisation and Specification
2. Development
3. Production

These phases and activities within each phase are shown in
Fig.l. The classification is natural from the point of view of
issues of concern at different times.

The first phase consists of Requirements Analysis and
production of System Requirements Document (SRD). This is
followed by Development and Production phases wherein hardware
and software design and implementation goes on concurrently until
HW/SW integration and testing (Fig. 1).

In order to ensure reliability of the system the Quality
Assurance Plan includes Verification and Validation (V&V)
activities which are carried out concurrently with the
Development and Production phases mentioned above. The
interrelation between the System Life Cycle and the V&V
activities is also shown in Fig. 1. The shaded area activities
are not addressed in these guidelines as standards / guidelines
already exist for them and the appropriate ones can be used. The
various activities in the System Life Cycle phases are briefly
described below.

2.1. Detailed System Life Cycle

2.1.1. Requirement Analysis and Specification

The system requirement analysis is based on the overall
user requirements. The document produced as a result of system
requirements analysis is System Requirement Document (SRD) also
referred to as Computer System Specification in IEC880. This
document serves as the only means of communicating requirements
between customer and supplier. The SRD describes the combined
system (hardware and software) and its total behaviour. The
contents of SRD, as given in Chapter 4, include requirements many
of which are ultimately realised through software but they are
stated as system and not software requirements. Therefore in
essence, the SRD deals with the complete system. This breadth of
scope helps achieve a synthetic view of the system and results in
a better specification of system requirements. The required
information content of SRD and corresponding guidelines .are
given in Sec. 3.1.

2.1.2. Software Requirements Specifications

The Software Requirements Specification (SRS) is a document
containing details of requirements which are to be implemented in
software. The SRS is primarily written by computer system
supplier, although joint preparation of SRS with customer is
recommended. The SRS and SRD have a lot of information which is
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common, particularly that relating to functional requirements.
The SRS, however, contains only the software requirements and
that too in much more elaborated form so as to serve as basis for
software design and testing. Like in case of SRD, the SRS should
be unambiguous, complete, verifiable, consistent and traceable.
Use of various techniques like data and control flow diagrams or
CASE tools or formal specification languages etc. can help
achieve above mentioned qualities. The required information
content of SRS arid corresponding guidelines are given in Sec.
5.1.

2.1.3. Software Design

The software design activity starts with SRS as input and
produces software design which is then documented in the Software
Design Document (SDD). The activity proceeds by designing real
time processes (Tasks) and their execution control flow (e.g.
fixing their relative priorities and their mutual
synchronisation), designing the shared and local data structures,
decomposing the process level functions into smaller units to
ultimately arrive at module level. The processes, data
structures, modules etc. become the design entities and are
documented in SDD. The design may be based on standard real time
operating system or real time executives commercially available
or developed in-house. The design may involve real-time software
running in different nodes in a distributed system. In such case
the above activities apply to each node and additionally involve
designing inter node information transfers. The design also
involves handling of interrupts / exceptions and other faults
leading to reconfiguration of loads as per requirements. All
design entities together realise total software requirements.

The detailed guidelines and information content of SDD is
given in Sec. 5.2.

2.1.4. Software Implementation

The implementation process consists of translating, one by
one, the functions / subprogram specifications into source code
using the language selected for coding. This source code,
containing declarations and executable instructions, represents
realisations of various design entities described in SDD. The
desired execution control flow, event handling (interrupts /
exceptions etc.) and data sharing is realised using system
resources. The code thus produced is then compiled, linked,
executed and debugged to correct all translation errors. Limited
testing is performed to ensure correct implementation of
algorithms and logic. The inputs to software implementation phase
are

(a) The Software Design Document (SDD)
(b) Codiny Guidelines
(c) Editors, Compilers, Assemblers, Linking loaders.

Debuggers and their user manuals

The deliverables from the code development process are the
following:



1) Debugged Source Code on magnetic media e.g. cartridges,
floppies etc.

2) Code Documentation

The guidelines for code development and documentation are
given in Sec. 5.3.

2.1.5. Computer System Validation

The computer system validation is required, as part of the
system qualification, to demonstrate that the system is able to
fulfill its specified functionality as described in the System
Requirements Document (SRD) and further elaborated in Software
Requirement Specifications (SRS). For this purpose testing should
be performed to demonstrate that the hardware and software
together function according to the specifications, under all
operating conditions. The computer system validation testing
should be carried out as per the System Validation Plan (SVP)
which should be evolved using SRD and SRS as base documents. The
plan should address

a) Static and dynamic testing requirements
b) Testing environment
c) Input signal simulation details and anticipated outputs.
d) Test pass/fail criteria
e) Test suspension/resumption criteria
f) Hardware and Software tools to be used in the testing
g) Test log requirements

This is described in more details in Chap. 7.



3. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND DESIGN

Computer applications in nuclear power plants involve a
large number of interrelated variables and require extensive data
acquisition, data processing (often involving complex
calculations), data recording and data reporting and logging. In
addition they often require emphasis on control actions and on
operations control activities.

This chapter emphasizes the need for an integrated design
approach in both hardware and software in computer system design.
The system requirement analysis is based on the overall user
requirements. The document produced as a result of system
requirements analysis is System Requirement Document (SRD). The
SRD describes the combined system (hardware and software) and its
total behaviour. This breadth of scope helps achieve a synthetic
view of the system and results in a better specification of
system requirements.

3.1. System Requirements Document (SRD)

The SRD should establish system requirements in overall
detail to serve as contract document. The specified requirements
should constitute sufficient basis for planning, design,
implementation, acceptance and delivery. It is vital therefore
that SRD be unambiguous, verifiable, complete, consistent and
traceable. These terms are explained below.

Unambiguous - An SRD is unambiguous if every requirement stated
in the SRD has only one interpretation.

Verifiable - An SRD is verifiable if every requirement is
verifiable i.e. a method ( based on testing or any analytical
technique) can be devised to establish fulfillment of the
requirement.

Complete - An SRD is complete if no requirement of the user is
overlooked.

Consistent - An SRD is consistent if individual requirements
described in the SRD do not conflict with each other.

Traceable - An SRD is traceable if the origin of each of its
requirements is clear and if it facilitates the referencing of
each requirement in future development or enhancement
of the documentation.

Satisfaction of first two attributes should receive
particular attention in order to preclude disputes as to whether
a particular requirement is met or not.

SRD should be contained in a single physical or logical
document.

SRD should use problem domain terminology for achieving
clariti ..f understanding.



SRD can contain user specified constraints. Such an SRD
limits the range of valid solutions, but does not specify any
particular solution. This way it provides the designer with
maximum flexibility.

SRD is a statement of customer's requirements and hence is
primarily responsibility of the customer. Nevertheless, it is
often advantageous for SRD to be prepared by customer and
supplier in collaboration.

Each requirement in SRD should have a unique identifier
which can be used for referencing and locating that requirement.
The recommended contents of an SRD are given below.

- SRD should have a title, document and version number and
release date.
- a section at beginning should state the scope of SRD.
- A list of references should include all other documents
referred in the SRD.
- SRD should have a section detailing configuration control
procedure for SRD.
- A section in SRD should describe external and global view of
the system. This is essentially for perceiving the target system
in its environment. This should describe

a) Purpose of the system
b) System configuration as dictated by reliability

requirements and the environment of the system
c) Modes of operation of the system
d) External interfaces ( interfaces to user, process,

external systems)
e) Special Features

- The detailed system requirements should address requirements
under various heads as given below

a) system modes of operation
b) functional specifications
c) data archival
d) performance ( timing, response times, loading)
e) self supervision
f) fault tolerance and redundancy
g) system reconfiguration (switch over to backup, load

redistribution etc.)
i) detailed user interface (MMI)
j) hardware and software interfaces between system

components and with other systems,
k) constraints relating to design, development processes,

physical and environmental characteristics, parts,
materials, identification and. marking

1) hazard analysis
m) availability and reliability
n) security
o) safety
p) testing and maintenance
q) compliance to standards
r) legal aspects and licensing requirements



A detailed checklist is given to help achieve coverage of
various categories of requirements and items within each
category.

Modes of Operation and conditions of entry to and exit from
each mode.

- installation of software
- start-up
- maintenance
- off-line test
- normal operation
- emergency operation
- degraded operation
- automatic
- semi-automatic
- manual operation
- shutdown
- any other special modes of operation

Interfaces to other computer systems

- functions provided and required by the system
- sequences of interactions
- nature of information transferred from/to other systems
- frequency of interactions
- timing
- actions or faults
- protocols
- checks on input information

Man-Machine Interfaces

- number of interface points
- nature and details of interface (e.g. panel, CRT etc.)
- detailed operator functions required at each interface
- identification of privileged operator functions
- accuracies of outputs
- refresh rates of displays
- ergonomic requirements of controls and displays
- response times to operator requests
- standard scheme for use of colours on displays
- system responses to user
- operator responses to system actions (e.g. acknowledge)
- security requirements for accessing privileged functions
- menu techniques
- help facility

Functional Requirements

- functional requirements under different modes of operation
- purpose
- relevance to safety
- inputs
- outputs ( including when inputs are faulty)
- processing/algorithms
- functional diversity if required
- performance ( e.g. timing, accuracy)



Archival Requirements

- data archival requirements
- lifetimes of archived information
- disposition of old archived information
- form and frequency of archiving

Security

- levels of security
- access to privileged functions
- logging of privileged operations
- integrity of system data base
- general requirements for rationality checks on input data
from field, operator etc.

Diagnostics and Self-supervision Requirements

- On-line and off-line diagnostics
- identification of system components to be checked

( I/O, memory, critical data areas, code in ROMs etc.)
- transducer failure checking
- frequency of diagnostics
- self-supervision of execution of critical tasks
- fault annunciation ( display, indication, printouts etc.)

3.2. System Design

The various quality attributes of a computer based
system are given below which should serve as overall design
targets. They also serve as basis for assessment of computer
based systems.

3.2.1. Functionality

All the functions performed and services provided by the
computer system to the plant operating personnel are collectively
called Functionality. Achievement of functionality is the primary
goal of the design activity. Typical functions performed include
acquisition of plant and operator inputs, responding to inputs by
generating outputs using specified algorithms and logic,
computation of derived parameters from acquired data, generation
of displays and logs, data archival and providing special
services during reactor startup, refueling or emergencies etc.

3.2.2. Performance

A high measure of performance is achieved if the
functionality is implemented satisfying specified constraints
such as data acquisition timing, response time of system to
events in plant, response of system to operator demands, accuracy
of information supplied by system, system stability, accuracy of
any process models built into the system, time correlation
between different system outputs etc.

3.2.3. Loading

All control and data acquisition systems are characterised



by a basic system cycle which is determined by periodicity of
mandatory periodic functions performed by the system. The loading
is defined as fraction of this basic cycle time spent in
performing mandatory periodic functions. Higher loading can lead
to complicated design and can also result into poorer response
from the system.

3.2.4. Robustness

It is the ability of the system to withstand misuse and
continue to function without crashing under unexpected or
irrational inputs or internal events.

3.2.5. Security

All the features implemented through hardware and software
to ensure accidental or deliberate attempts to corrupt software
of the system are termed security features. These include
passwords, hardware interlocks, administrative procedures and
other access control procedures to ensure only authorised changes
in software.

3.2.6. Safety

This refers to the ability of the system to ensure safe
system outputs (i.e. safe plant conditions) under partial or
total system failure.

3.2.7. Fault Tolerance

This attribute is based on the fault diagnostic and fault
tolerance features of the system. It is the measure of the
ability of system to provide essential services under partial
failures.

3.2.8. User Friendliness

This attribute provides measure of ease with which the
operating personnel can interact with the system.

3.2.9. Category

It is an attribute that is based on the importance of the
function performed by the system. System categorisation on the
the basis of size or complexity of the system is not appropriate.
The magnitude of system validation effort should be only
determined by importance of the function performed by the system.
Hence it is necessary to categorize systems based on the
importance of the function performed by them.

3.2.10. Compliance

It is very important to ensure that compliance to general
design philosophy as applicable to C&I systems of nuclear power
plants exists. This is more so in case of safety and control
systems. This attribute also takes into account if recommended
design, implementation, review and documentation practices have
been complied with.
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3.2.11. Reliability

The computer based systems are expected to meet same
reliability demands as met by similar systems implemented using
conventional methods. Therefore building reliability into
computer based systems is an important requirement. Reliability
is the most important attribute of the system.

3.3. System Characteristics

Computer systems used for such applications must exhibit
certain important basic characteristics.

3.3.1. System Throughput

The computer system must be able to operate upon data
rapidly enough to provide effective throughput. This covers such
characteristics as; its processing speeds, adequate and expandable
memory storage capacity, speed of I/O channels, interrupt
capability, sufficient word length to maintain precision etc.

It is essential that the computer system scan the input
data, check it for reliability and process it fast enough to meet
the system dynamics requirements.

The computer system must have adequate computing time
available to perform any data storage functions, produce the
necessary logs and printed records, respond to operator requests,
etc. without overburdening the processor.

3.3.2. System Input/Output

The computer system must be able to communicate effectively
and efficiently with the process instrumentation, control
equipment and human operators. This includes such considerations
as the compatibility of the input and output channels of the
system w^th the various signal generating devices and process
instruments and the degree of control and flexibility which the
computer has in scanning the various input and output devices.

The input and output capabilities of the system in the form
of resolution and accuracy of the analog channel must be at least
as good as that of the input instrumentation.

The system must provide modularity and expansion
capabilities to allow for growth and changes. A modular
configuration based upon a relatively few standardized basic
circuit modules aids in substituting a spare module in place of a
defective one and the latter can then be repaired subsequently
off-line.

3.3.3. System Availability

The computer system must exhibit high availability i.e. it
should maintain its performance capabilities for long periods of
time under the environmental and process conditions in which it
must operate. This implies the computer system must have a large
mean time between failures, simple, well documented and efficient

12



maintenance procedures, high environmental stability and immunity
and effective fail safe functions, especially in the area of
parity checking, memory protection and power failure protection
for final control elements.

A large mean time between failures is achieved primarily by
functional design and careful selection, testing and application
of individual components. Functional design involves compromises
between equipment simplicity and operational speed, capacity and
flexibility of the system. Since failures will occur despite high
reliability, the system design should incorporate features to
prevent failures, simplify their detection and also to permit
quick and easy repairs. These can be done by use of diagnostic
programs test points and indicators, and modularity of circuit
design.

For safety systems, to avoid common mode failure and to
increase system reliability, the systems must provide

- Both the hardware and software must comply with the single
failure criterion for the hardware i.e. no single failure should
result in loss of safety.
- defense-in-depth.
- graceful degradation, (i.e. when certain errors occur, system
should continue to operate with degraded functionality or
efficiency but with acceptable safety).
- management of failures in general.
- functional diversity, (i.e. two different means are used to
accomplish a particular task).
- equipment diversity, (i.e. similar equipment is purchased from
different suppliers or equipments using different principles are
used).
- software diversity.
- spatial separation and modularization.
- decoupling and logical separation.

The design should take account of hierarchy of functions,
system structuring criteria, system adaptability and
changeability.

Since these computers have to perform under rather severe
environmental conditions with high or varying temperatures, high
humidity, noise, shock and vibrations etc., it is required to
follow appropriate design practices (appropriate components,
packaging) to minimise any harmful effects of these.

3.3.4. Man Machine Interaction

The following basic principles should be followed:

an appropriate balance should be maintained between
overwhelming the operator with information and suppressing
information of potential safety significance.
- for safety systems, important information should be presented
from diverse sources.
- safety related information should be emphasized.
- no computer system failure should inhibit appropriate human
control actions.

13



- the computer system should check any manual input for syntactic
correctness and semantic plausibility.
- inappropriate operator actions should be signaled.
- the operator should be able to check basic system functions
on-line.
- any software modifications made during plant operation must
follow a controlled procedure; however, it should be impossible
to make changes when plant is actually running.
- menu based man machine interaction should be used wherever
applicable.
- the computer system should report its own defects and failures
as detected by it to the operator.
- the use of colours, flashing displays, alarm signals etc.
should follow a clear and consistent scheme.
- the information displayed and its format should follow
ergonomic principles e.g. in terms of uniformity of displays.
- using man machine interaction features, it should not be
possible for the operator to alter any basic program feature.
- an appropriate procedure and locking device should exist to
prevent any operator from making inadvertent changes in critical
parameters e.g. set points.
- for safety systems, any important indications on the panels
should be designed to operate such that the failure of the
computer will not lead to these indications providing a faulty
status.

3.3.4.1. MMI Documentation

The man machine interaction documentation should describe
all facilities available to the operator for interacting with the
system for displaying information in each of the possible forms
(visual, printed, plotted etc.) as well as for issuing any
commands to the system.

The documentation should describe all the tasks which can
be performed by the system and should also detail the operating
procedure for each task.

The ergonomic principles involved in the selection of
display formats, colours, information density etc. should be
highlighted. The demands on system response time on commands from
the operator, and also on the operators response time to any
situations should be identified.

Any safety implications of any maloperation including
operator neglect of any action to be taken should be listed.

3.3.5. System Performance

The performance of the system shall be stated including
worst case, best case and planned levels of performance in any
respect including accuracy, timing, any existing constraints and
compulsory conditions, and input validation functions such as
format validation, field validation etc.

Special operating conditions like system initialization,
system switchoff, scheme for graceful degradation , and system
reconfiguration and reinitialization after any system shutdown.

14



3.3.6. Safety Systems

It is essential to separate the safety and non-safety
functions such that these are implemented on different computers.

Even within a safety system it is desirable that the safety
operation and the operator interaction be implemented on separate
computers. As far as possible no hardware should be connected to
the safety computer if the information to be transacted through
it is not required by the safety computer. The safety and
operator interaction computers should be linked such thac there
is no communication sent down from the operator interaction
computer to the safety function computer. If any communication is
essential it must be demonstrated that any errors in this
communication will not adversely affect the proper operation of
the safety computer.

There should be strict control of interactions between
systems of different safety relevance including handshake
mechanisms, communication protocols, failure checks, failure
recovery, message formats, message throughput, and resource
constraints.

Safety systems must normally be designed and implemented so
as to provide an appropriate level of fault tolerance
incorporating, for example, redundancy, diversity, majority
voting, data recovery etc. Typical implementations can be as two
out of three computer systems including having three independent
sensors and three.independent output channels. If three sensors
are not available the multi-computer configuration used to
implement the system must be demonstrated to have a provably high
reliability.

It is essential to employ frequent integrity checks.

For each safety system risk analysis should be investigated
using, for example, fault tree analysis, common mode failure
analysis etc.



4. HARDWARE

This section is a guideline for designing hardware for
computer based systems for use in real time applications in
nuclear power plants. It provides detailed analysis of the
hardware approaches to both safety through reliability and fail-
safe systems. It is intended to be used by both system
configuration engineers for help in application specific
configurations and hardware design engineers for producing
detailed designs. This section describes how satisfactory
operation can be achieved, what types of failures occur and how
these can be avoided. It also describes how failure detection can
be carried out by checking the systems at component level and at
functional level.

The computer configurations for any application are
designed to meet the customer's system requirement
specifications. The design and production of hardware requires
the use of both standard products and proprietary products and it
is presumed that this is performed using rigorous quality
assurance and control procedures.

A typical computer system consists of the following major
subsystems: Processor, Memory (an appropriate mix of RAM, ROM,
EEPROM, NVRAM etc.) and Input / Output.

Input / Output : A computer system uses input and output
communication channels to communicate with the outside world.
There are three distinct types of such channels for, process
I/O, human operator I/O, and computer I/O. The three I/O channels
may be connected on parallel or serial communication links.

The process I/O channel provides communication link to the
field for signals from various sensors (switches, thermocouples
etc.), and equipments, and signals to various actuators (relays,
controllers) and equipments.

The operator I/O channel provides communication links to
the human operators of the process. The interface to the process
operator usually consists of a console with a set of input and
output devices (switches, potentiometers, display meters, lamps
etc.). Frequently, flexible graphic display devices (Visual
Display Unit (VDU), electroluminescent display panels, plasma
display panels, etc.) are also used.

The computer I/O channel is used mainly for to and fro
transfer of machine readable information, and also to provide a
communication link to service engineers for diagnostic I/O
(using, for example, hand held terminals).

Two types of signals, analog and digital, are encountered
in process I/O and in console based operator I/O.

The analog channel provides the interface to translate the
analog signals received into the digital form required by the
computer system and vice versa. Depending on the transducers
used, process signals cover a wide range of types and levels
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which must be standardised and converted to the common signal
level of the ADC. The analog outputs available viz. voltage or
current are used for trend recording, continuous analog displays
etc.

The primary functions of the analog input system are to
provide proper terminations to the analog signals received from
the process, to condition and standardize the signals to the
required levels for the subsequent circuitry, to convert the
analog data to an equivalent digital value and to transfer the
digitised data to the computer.

The analog output system provides a path from the computer
to the process for closed loop control.

The digital channel provides the interface to translate
digital signals, pulse trains and pulse durations received into
the form required by the computer system and vice versa. Pulse
trains consisting of a discrete number of individual pulses and
pulse duration signals are used for supervisory mode set point
control and direct digital valve actuators. Thus the analog
setpoints can be positioned at varying rates and increments to
meet process requirements.

The digital input system performs the necessary
translations from status signals and digital sensors such as
simple switches or on-off devices which indicate process states,
equipment states, alarm conditions, valve positions etc. The
function of this system is to scan, assemble and accumulate these
digital inputs into a suitable input format for transfer into the
computer.

The digital output system provides the capability to set
the status of various load devices such as relays, solenoids,
motor starters, etc.

- For analog and digital inputs and outputs, there should
preferably be galvanic isolation between the field signal and the
computer system. For field signals connected to multiple
destinations buffering/galvanic isolation is essential. There
should also preferably be galvanic isolation between any two
field signals and no transient shorts should occur at any time in
normal or abnormal situations.
- For analog inputs it is desirable to group and route low level
and high level signals separately.

4.1. Satisfactory Operation of computer based systems

Nuclear power plants, if controlled or supervised
incorrectly, can be dangerous for humans, equipment and the
environment. A computer system controlling or supervising such a
dangerous or potentially hazardous process must not have the
potential to give control cc^rands which may cause a dangerous
situation to arise. Even the absence of correct control commands
could under certain circumstances lead to a dangerous event
occurring.

A computer system may be considered as working
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satisfactorily if errors and faults are eliminated during the
design, manufacture and operation phases with an acceptably high
probability.

A computer system has no design errors if the functions it
has to perform are defined and specified correctly and completely
and these specifications are transformed into the equipment in a
correct manner.

A computer system has no manufacturing errors if there are
no manufacturing defects and the equipment is installed correctly
at site.

A computer system has no operation errors if no system
failure is produced by component deterioration and no incorrect
outputs produced by environmental influences exceeding the values
specified in the requirements specification; also, no errors are
made during test operation and maintenance.

Two approaches can be followed to achieving a very low
probability of producing a dangerous situation by adulterated
information.

The first approach is by achieving a very high degree of
probability that the computer system will not fail for a certain
period. This method must be used if the controlled process does
not have a fail safe state. This limits the duration of the
operational period. However if continuous operation is required
each one of the redundant units must be checked regularly for
failures and when redundant failures are detected they have to be
repaired without delay.

The second approach is by achieving a very high degree of
probability that when a failure occurs the system goes into a
safe mode. Certain applications have by their nature a fail to
safe state and it becomes possible to "design the system to ensure
that all failure modes force the system to this safe state. Thus
a very high probability of not giving out dangerous or false
information can be achieved even if the computer system has
failed; instead, no information or only information altered to a
safe state would be given out.

Often although a safe state exists, redundancy is added to
ensure that many hardware failure modes are tolerated without the
need to shutdown the process or plant.

In order to achieve a comparably high degree of safety, a
fail safe design does not require the same level of redundancy as
the method of obtaining safety through a high probability of
survival. Providing the cost of shutdown is not significant fail
safe design is usually less expensive to implement and maintain.
System availability increases with increased redundancy. The
choice of system voting logic is usually a compromise between
safety and availability criteria (e.g. 2 out of 2 for safety and
1 out of 2 for availability.)
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4.2. Failure modes and failure avoidance

Computer systems can fail because of Systematic faults and
Stochastic faults. Computer system failures can, in addition, be
static or intermittent, single or multiple, dangerous or safe,
and, be revealed or unrevealed. The worst case situation is an
unrevealed dangerous failure and it is essential to minimise the
probability of this type of failure.

Systematic faults exist permanently in the system and are
only revealed under certain operating conditions. A system with
systematic faults will therefore never perform its intended
function completely. These faults arise owing to errors in
specification, design, manufacture, installation, operation or
maintenance.

Systematic faults can be minimised only by good management
during the entire system life cycle. During the engineering of
the system it is necessary to maintain appropriate level of basic
design quality and of design review. During the production of the
system it is required to have appropriate production procedures
and exercise adequate quality control. During operation of the
system it is essential to coordinate maintenance, test and
operating activities. In addition, an independent reliability
assessment must commence early in the design stage and continue
into the implementation of the operational procedures.

Stochastic faults involve some change from a proper state
to a failed state. The occurrence of a stochastic fault is
random in nature and independent of previous history. Such non
recurring failures will always occur, and therefore, fail—safe
procedures must be applied to guard against them. A system is
said to operate in a fail-safe manner if it is ensured that for
any failure the functioning of the unit is either uninfluenced or
the effects lead the process into a safe state. The primary
function is not only to detect and prevent false operations but
to have alternative paths or procedures so as to maintain normal
operations at all' times. Fail safe operation implies also the
steps which should be incorporated to protect the process and
system when complete breakdown or power failure occurs,
particularly when the computer is providing control signals to
the process.

Stochastic faults have to be guarded against by use of
hardware redundancies and judicious use of diagnostic,
maintenance, remedial and backup programming.

A fail-safe system can consist of parallel redundant
computers such that an evaluation logic unit makes a decision
from the output signals of the computers. For a 2 out of 3
system, all inputs are required to be three fold redundant with
failures in three channels being statistically independent. For
outputs the safe state must be defined. When the evaluation logic
detects a signal differing from the others it must switch off
irreversibly all the signals coming from the failed computer;
else a similar failure in another computer can lead to faulty
evaluation and to a danger situation.
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Redundant computers can be used to ensure correct system
function even in the case of a component failure. In case of
failure 2/3 can be changed to 2/2 for protection systems and 1/2
for operation systems.

Common mode failures occur in redundant systems because of
events which because of dependencies cause failures in two or
more redundant channels. These should be guarded against by
applying functional diversity in design, maintenance, and test
activities. The independence of channels should be maintained by
their protection and segregation throughout the installation,
avoidance of unnecessary complexity, provision of adequate
storage capacity and operating time, and by derating components
such that they operate well within their limits. The detailed
design installation and operational policy should be reviewed
with intent to recognise and eliminate possible causes of common
mode failures.

Drift failures are the gradual transitions from an
operating state to a failed state. Normally associated with
analog circuits, a drift failure usually indicates a gradual
deterioration of a component prior to complete failure. The
possible types of drift failures should be recognised in the
design stage and means should be incorporated in the system for
their detection and presentation to the operator prior to the
drift causing the system to fail. Appropriate facilities could
consist of low voltage detection of power supplies and
measurements and accuracy tests on analog inputs, and operating
some alarm device on detection of failures.

The following design guidelines aid in a computer system
checking itself to detect failures and avoid sending out false
information:

- the computer should check its own operation by comparing the
results of test calculation with previously stored answers. Thus
the computer can be provided with a certain set of input data and
by comparing the known results with the calculated ones, it may
be possible to assess the state of health of the computer.
- alternatively, the computer should check its own operation by
multiple calculation of a single result and comparison before
outputting to the process. This can be realised by use of
redundant or even diverse input data. The comparison may be
performed within the computer by software or outside by hardware.
- for multiple computer systems, failure detection consists of
carrying out the relevant tasks in several processors in parallel
and subsequently comparing the processor outputs in a majority
voting logic. This reduces the probability of a false output
signal; it can be used for failure detection if it is equipped
with an alarm signal for differences which are detected by the
voters. The longer a failure remains undetected in one processor
the higher the probability of a similar failure in several other
processors.
- on-line correction of errors can be carried out by simply re-
executing the instruction that lead to the error condition for a
pre-specified number of times.
- system self checking 'should not adversely affect the intended
system functions.
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- failure should be detected and intimated in a positive manner.
- the system should be designed such that in the event of
detection of a fault it provides guidance to eliminate the latent
faults, or causes a fail safe state to be achieved if such a
state exists.
- any failure should not stop operation but should lead to
degraded mode.
- automatic transfer to a standby manual system can also be used
to provide proper backup.
- programs should be reloaded from protected storage if required.
- emergency power supply should be available.
- all input data must be checked for reasonableness.
- output control signals should be limited to incremental steps
which could not seriously harm t*.e process,
- the output signals in the form of set point values or contact
outputs, should remain at their last setting or adjust
automatically to a safe state.
- the hardware interfaces should consider independence and
decoupling for prevention of transmission failures and of failure
propagation.
- the I/O channels of the system are subject to severe
environmental problems in the form of electrical noise, high
voltage pickup and accidental grounding. The signal lines to the
input channels are subject to inductive pickup of noise and large
common mode voltages. Hence the input capabilities of the system
should include effective isolation of each input point to prevent
propagation of destructive conditions beyond the termination
point, large margins of tolerance against breakdown, and
effective filtering and common mode rejection. Likewise the
output channels should be isolated to protect the internal
circuitry of the control computer system.
- for control systems, it is preferable to compute output only
when the diagnostics program has run a full cycle without any
fault detection.
- the correctness of the calculated results must be tested
immediately before any output is sent to the process.
- a count of the errors due to the various types of transient
system malfunctions can also be retained and supplied to the
maintenance engineer.

4.3. Failure Detection

Failure detection within an acceptable time is necessary to
increase system safety. This is carried out using computer self
checking programs. Depending on the required failure detection
time, these test programs have either to work on-line i.e. they
have to be started and run automatically within certain intervals
or they may operate off-line, if the required failure detection
time is long enough. On-line diagnostics programs may be executed
by the computer during slack periods in its operations. These
programs must test all essential points of the computer system in
order to prove its fault free state and in the event of a failure
the program must cause appropriate defense action to be taken.
The computer system can thus detect marginal conditions and
impending failures. Some errors which may occur during data
transfer can be detected through internal testing features such
as parity checking circuits.
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Diagnostics programs for checking hardware can be
classified into two groups, programs that check specific
components for circuit failure (Processor, Memory, and I/O) and
programs that check the correctness of some hardware related
function (usually off-line, these include ROM check, program run
supervision, control operations.) In both cases the self checking
programs themselves must be verified.

In the circuit failure approach it is necessary to examine
the various failure modes of the circuit and how these influence
the logic behaviour of the circuit itself e.g. stuck at failures.
The single failure criterion should be applied and a test should
be derived for every logic failure.

In the functional approach an analysis of the possible
functions of the circuit to be tested is carried out and a test
is performed for every function.

4.3.1. Diagnostics Programs

4.3.1.1. Processor

If the circuit failure approach is used the various chips
must be checked assuming one by one faults at the outputs and
inputs of various chips and that these can be traced.

If the functional approach is used, it is necessary to
check instruction execution, data manipulation, and,addressing.

Furthermore failures must be divided into categories
according to their effects: safe failures, which stop the
computer e.g. some instruction failures, or, failures which
result in an incorrect instruction execution; these failures need
to be checked by the program and the results of the check must be
indicated.

4.3.1.2. Memory

The system design should be such that the program code and
fixed data can be held in read only memories so that these cannot
be corrupted.

For read only memories, single memory bit failure can be
checked by providing parity bits. Additional checks e.g. checksum
of all memory contents can also be provided.

For read write memories, it is possible to write
appropriate patterns of data into the memory. These patterns can
then be read back and verified to confirm the correct operation
of all address and data lines and the memory devices.

Read write memories should be protected against loss of
information due to power failure by providing battery backup or
by using circuitry which prevents memory access whenever power
supply voltages are below safe limits.

Read write memories should be protected against damage from
erroneous or runaway programs by using appropriate protection
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hardware.

4.3.1.3. Field I/O

Software checking can confirm the integrity of the I/O
interface devices if the design provides the required checking
features.

For the input devices, the data and address buses may be
checked, through prewired and appropriate known test inputs,
corresponding to complementary addresses by the test routines.

For the output devices, the data and address buses may be
checked by sending out known data and reading it back through the
same device or through any other input device.

For safety related digital inputs it may be possible to
have every input duplicated and negated thus achieving
redundancy. Furthermore to ensure that no input channel is stuck
it should be possible to switch it from the input value to test
value. Alternatively a pattern of test inputs can be devised for
identification of most failures at any point in the system.

For analog inputs reference voltage values can be used to
check the A/D conversion; furthermore low and high limits should
be available for every input which itself indicates if the
measurement is in a valid state. For critical systems multiple
inputs can be used to provide redundancy and further validation.

Safety related outputs should be repeatedly monitored in
order to achieve adequate verification. It should also be
possible to test the final safety related actuating device to
ensure that safety operation will occur when required.

4.3.1.4. Peripherals I/O

For peripherals the presence of hardware checking features
is essential, because many circuit points are not readable by
software. Therefore in addition to checking the peripherals in
the background, every operation should have some checking
feature.

From the point of view of diagnostic programs, peripherals
can be divided into console devices, input peripherals, output
peripherals, input/output peripherals.

For console devices, the diagnostic operation can be
executed by a combination of the computer and operator actions.
If the terminal is a VDU, all special functions which are used by
the user program must also be tested. If the terminal is buffered
the complete buffer must be tested.

Input devices can be tested by reading files and comparing
them with values held in memory.

Output devices such as printers and displays can be tested
through the operator by comparing with standard.
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For input/output devices diagnostics are easier to achieve
with the help of hardwired loops, by putting out and reading back
configured test files.

Some hardware testing and status reporting features are
also useful e.g. redundant information transmission through
parity bits and CRCC (for block transfers), read after write
operations, error reporting status words, error checking and
correcting memory arrays.

4.3.2. Verification of Diagnostics Programs

The diagnostics program itself must be verified and this
process can be divided into three different phases:

4.3.2.1. Proving the correct function

A detailed specification of the abilities of fie
diagnostics program should exist. The diagnostics program should
check all possible operations of the computer system; however,
the number of tests may be limited to a practical compromise with
the time to be taken for the carrying out of these tests.

It is necessary to verify the list of the identified
diagnostics tasks with the realised diagnostics program.

It is necessary to verify the correct coding of the
different modules of the diagnostics program.

Finally the correct functioning of the diagnostics program
should be proved.

4.3.2.2. Proving correct linkage of the diagnostics program

It is necessary that the diagnostics program is started
from time to time; therefore it must be shown that the
diagnostics program will not affect the user programs. A detailed
description of the diagnostics program interface should show
correct handling of system resources and interruptibility without
introduction of significant latency.

4.3.2.3. Proof of correct observance of time conditions

The diagnostics program is expected to detect as many types
of failures as possible but also to do so within a given time.

The diagnostics program should execute in 10-20% of the
failure detection time.

The diagnostics program should execute a complete cycle at
least once within the failure detection time.

4.3.3. Watchdog Timer

It is necessary to check that every program part is
executed only if the preceding ones have been previously executed
in the right order. If the correct order is not preserved, this
can be due to a hardware failure or a software error. Checks of



this kind are best .performed by software.

Protection is offered by a Watchdog timing device which
continuously counts to a preset value and must be retriggered
within a certain time window. An instruction invoked after
certain critical tasks are completed causes the device to be
reset to a starting value before resuming its countdown. If for
some reason the computer system should fail or begin cycling
wildly through a small portion of the program caught in a loop,
the rest of the commands would not be reached, the counter in the
timing unit would reach target value, and an interrupt signal
would be generated. The Watchdog hardware should be designed such
that

- it functions properly independent of the state of any portion
of the computer.
- the computer is able to periodically confirm the healthy status
of the watchdog.

4.4. Hardware Documentation

The hardware documentation should provide a detailed
description of the hardware in the system including full
descriptions of the design and operation of the subdivisions of
the system in terms of each subsystem and interface. Each
subsystem should be described in terms of its major components,
the functions it performs, its safety features and its modes of
operation. Each subsystem interface to other subsystems and to
external systems should be described in terms of physical and
electrical mechanisms, protocols etc.

An overview of the system should define its boundaries and
its major functions, with reasons given for the chosen hardware
design. Further details of the basic hardware structure should
also be provided including scope for reconfiguration in response
to partial system failures, scope for expandability, power supply
and cooling arrangements etc.

The performance capability of the hardware in terms of
speed of operation, resource conflicts, absolute system capacity
etc. should be defined.

The design and manufacturing techniques employed to build
system reliability should be identified and listed. These could
include type of component technology used, environmental
requirements, redundancy and fault tolerance provided by the
hardware, listing of failure types and their consequences,
approach to error detection, testing and maintenance facilities
provided etc.

A detailed description of the hardware subsystems
including block diagrams and circuit diagrams, and hardware
interfaces, (with description and purpose of each signal) timing
diagrams, (for each possible communication sequence) and also the
physical layout of the system should be provided.

A record of the verification of the hardware design against
the hardware requirements specification should be provided.
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A record of the testing of individual subassemblies prior
to system integration, and testing during integration should be
provided including test methods, test equipment, results of
performance tests, results of environmental tests etc.

Documentation should also be provided for hardware
maintenance including test and repair equipment, preventive
maintenance strategies, thresholds for corrective maintenance,
fault diagnosis procedures, repair/restart procedures etc.
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5. SOFTWARE

5.1. Software Requirements Specifications

This section is concerned with the Software Requirements
Specifications. Gj.ven below are the guidelines for development of
SRS document:

- the role of SRS is to serve as baseline document for software
design, verification and validation.
- SRS should correctly define all software requirements and
should not include any design, verification, project management
details except design constraints.
- SRS should be produced as a single physical or logical
document.
- SRS should cover and be consistent with all requirements in
SRD.
- SRS should have title, document and version number and release
date.
- SRS is primarily produced by supplier but joint preparation
with customer is recommended.
- SRS should be unambiguous, complete, verifiable, consistent,
and traceable.
- SRS should use the same terminology to refer to an entity at
all places in SRS.
- SRS must address the following basic issues

a) software functionality required
b) performance requirements like speed, accuracy, response

times, recovery times etc.
c) design constraints like conformance to standards,

implementation language, security policies, resource
limits, operating environment etc.

d) attributes like portability, modifiability etc.
e) external interfaces such as interactions with operators,

hardware and other software
f) site adaptation requirements

- SRS should normally not specify partitioning of software
howe- sr in special cases where safety or security are involved
then SRS can contain design constraints like need to keep certain
functions in separate modules or permit only limited
communication between certain parts of software or monitor
integrity of code or data etc.
- initial portion of SRS should provide overview of its contents
and should state the scope of SRS i.e. identify the software
being specified.
- SRS should provide product perspective (brief description of
software to clarify its relation to overall system and its
principal interfaces). This is necessary as SRS may be written
for parts of software. Schematic or block diagrams are
recommended.
- the main body of SRS should contain the detailed description of
functional requirements organised in a way that makes it easily
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understandable.
- SRS should state the general constraints resulting from
regulatory policy, use of specified hardware and/or software
components, interfaces to other systems, criticality of software,
safety and security considerations etc.
- SRS should state assumptions and dependences. These are not
constraints on software design but any changes here can lead to
modification of SRS.
- the organisation of SRS is left to the developer; however it
should contain all information discussed here. Some recommended
formats are given in IEEE std. 830.

A detailed checklist is given below to help achieve
coverage of various categories of requirements and items within
each category.

Functional Requirements

- introductory and background material to clarify the intent of
function and its safety relevance if any
- details of inputs like

. sources

. units

. ranges

. timing (rates)
- details of processing like

. validity checks on inputs

. disposition of illegal values

. responses to abnormal situations like overflow,
communication and other errors
methods or algorithms and logic to be used for
transforming inputs to outputs

. validity checks on outputs

. in case function behaves like finite state machine then
state transition diagram

- details of outputs like
. destination of outputs
. units
. timing (rates, response times)
. within range and out of range outputs
. error messages

- performance requirements
static requirements like accuracies, number of
simultaneous users in case of operator interface etc.

. dynamic requirements like execution time constraints,
response time, input rates to be handled, tolerances on
variations in input acquisition rates, performance under
peak load conditions, fault tolerant features

Design Constraints

- standards compliance
- hardware resource limitations
- hardware configuration characteristics
- constraints arising out of safety and security considerations
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- constraints arising out of test requirements

User Interface

- number and type of interface points
- functions available at each interface
- special/privileged functions available at each interface
- details of interaction sequences
- logging of operator actions
- form and contents of displays and hardcopies
- refresh rates of displays
- availability of special function/programmable keys
- relative timing of inputs and outputs
- error messages
- security requirements
- help facilities

Hardware Interfaces

- logical characteristics of each interface between software
and hardware components of the system

Software Interfaces

- details of interface to software products like operating
system, special packages, libraries, data base handling etc.
if interfaces are well documented then reference to the
appropriate document giving product name, version, source
etc. is sufficient

- in case SRS describes part of system software then
interfaces to all other components giving the following

. nature and contents of information exchanged

. rates of information exchange

. events leading to information exchange

. protocols involved

. actions on errors at the interface (retries etc.)

. checks on data exchanged

Interfaces to other Systems

- nature and contents of information exchanged
- rates of information exchange
- events leading to information exchange
- protocols involved
- actions on errors at the interface (retries etc.)
- checks on data exchanged

Site Adaptation Requirements

- data base initialisation specific to a site
- site related features installation requirements
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5.2. Software Design

5.2.1. Introduction

The following are some of the specific issues to be taken
into account while designing software.

- the software design should be done so as to meet all design
constraints specified in SRS.
- only well proven, reliable and standard operating system
should be used. If operating system configuration is possible
then only the most essential modules of operating system should
be selected and linked to generate required operating system
configuration.
- the selected operating system should have in-built exception
handlers to handle errors like memory access violation, parity
error, bus error and should provide facility for user written
exception handlers for better fault reporting.
- in embedded systems minimise the use of interrupts to simplify
flow of control and therefore improve effectiveness of testing.
- when software is designed around real time operating system,
the software design should ensure that the operator shall not
have any access to the general operating system functions. This
is to avoid any intentional/accidental interference with the
smooth running of the system.
- the data acquisition rates should be designed based on process
monitoring/control requirements and should not be compromised by
the software design.
- the software should employ extensive validation procedures for
all inputs (syntactic correctness and semantic plausibility)
received from all sources such as operator, field or
communication channel etc.
- the software design should permit proper temporal correlation
of varying inputs to the prescribed tolerances.
- the initialisation / start-up software should include the
rationality checks on data base (set points, hysteresis values
etc.)

all communications interfaces should use deterministic
protocols when information transfer relates to performance of
time critical functions.
- protocols and checks on data should ensure that faults do not
propagate across communication interfaces.
- safety and non-safety functions should be well isolated and all
interfaces to a safety software should be secure.
- self-checking (diagnostics) should not affect performance of
critical functions under any operating mode.
- the software should continuously monitor itself (control flow
and data) and hardware. Regular execution of all critical
programs should be monitored such that even a single missed
cycle is detected.
- all failures detected should be annunciated and automatic
actions taken as specified giving due consideration to spurious
actions.
- execution of critical ( safety) function should never be by-
passed. If it is required to be bypassed under certain plant
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operating conditions, then the decision to do so should be based
on redundant / diverse information.
-the program structure should be simple and easy to
understand.
- the design of software should be based on decomposition keeping
in mind modifiability and resulting overhead.
- as design proceeds, each level of refinement should be complete
and consistent with previous level.
- each module in the design should implement a specific function
(cohesion).
- interface between modules should be simple and well documented.
- the software design should ensure that operations are performed
in a correct sequence independent of speed of execution and
problems in execution due to faults.
- all shared resources should be accessed through single point
and using proper protection mechanism to ensure mutual exclusion.
- in embedded applications the software should be partitioned so
that functions such as device, interrupt and clock handling,
scheduling, store allocation etc. which are "system" functions
are separated from "application" functions. This separation is
logical and also desirable as control flow in "system" software
is more complex.
- the design should be documented using techniques that impart
high visibility to it. This helps in carrying out verification of
design using less effort. The graphical representations are
particularly useful.
-it is desirable to express process specifications (also called
p-specs in CASE terminology) using pseudo code, PDL or some
formal notation.

5.3. Software Implementation

This section is concerned with coding and debugging. Given
below are the general guidelines to be followed in code
development and its documentation.

The application software shall be developed in high level
language / assembly language with the help of proven
compilers/assemblers. High level languages are preferred over
assembly languages.

The program structure shall be simple and easy to
understand both in overall design and in its details. Tricks,
recursive structures and unnecessary code compaction shall be
avoided.

The source program shall be readable from start to end.
The source listing shall contain detailed comments so that the
source program can be easily understood and checked by an
independent agency.
- Simple arithmetic expressions shall be used instead of complex
ones.
- While issuing directives to the operating system, the status at
the completion of the directive should be checked by the user
program for the correct operation.

The program or program part shall be broken down into
clear modules of small size and complexity. McCabe's number is a
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good indicator.
Regular walkthroughs should be conducted to check that the

coding is done according to good practices and as per agreed
guidelines and to establish correctness and testability. The
walkthrough requirements should be decided depending upon the
importance of the module, its safety relevance, complexity, size
etc.
- Wherever possible, modules/functions already in use should
be made use of (since they are tested and are in use - so are
likely to have less number of faults as compared to freshly
coded modules/functions).

The compilers and other tools used in coding, testing and
executable code generation should

a) be in wide use or
b) must have been used in-house in large number of projects

or
c) be certified by supplier or
d) be verified by the user

- restrict file size to about 1000 lines. Large files are
cumbersome to deal with.
- keep line lengths short. Lines longer than 80 characters are
not handled well by most terminals.
- file names should be meaningful. Restrict file0names to few
characters as supported by operating system
- use standard suffixes supported by operating system, compilers
and development tools.
- follow standard organisation of program files. A recommended
format is given below:

a) first in the file should be file header containing
description of objects in the file preferably in order
of occurrence

b) brief revision history ordered chronologically. For
example

<object n> revised <date>
<object n+l> revised <date>

c) any system include files followed by user include files
A file inclusion for non obvious reasons should be
commented.

d) any 'constant' definitions come next
e) global data declarations come next
f) then follow functions / subprograms in some meaningful

order. A breadth-first approach (functions on a similar
level of abstraction together) is preferred over depth-
first approach. In case of essentially independent
utility functions / subprograms in alphabetical order is
preferred.

- use standard structure for function/subprogram header. Each
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function or subprogram should begin with Module-Header containing
following information:

a) Name(s) of author(s)
b) revision history with comments explaining reasons for

modifications
c) description of functions / subprogram functioning
d) major Data Structures
e) data flow : Inputs and outputs from functions /

subprogram, global data used/ modified, functions /
subprogram side effects. (It should be clearly stated
which interface data are referenced, defined and
redefined).

f) control flow : Calling functions / subprograms (in case
of a module representing a process, the invocation
logic and places from where invoked), called functions /
subprograms, wait loops, in case control flow within
module is not normal (i.e. not of call-return type) then
reasons for the same such as exception handling etc.

g) list of operating system calls made
h) performance : Timing constraints, use of special

resources e.g. i/o devices etc.

- define all symbols explicitly
- evolve project wise parameter naming convention
- use meaningful names for the symbols
- modules should be of manageable length say 50 to 100 executable
statements
- modules should have single-entry and single-exit, except under
special conditions like serious error exit.
- ensure maximum cohesion within each module
- ensure optimum coupling between modules
- a module should not control more than 5 to 9 modules (fan-out)
- use structured programming constructs i.e. single-entry /
single-exit control structures and sequences for building
programs.
- restrict code nesting to few levels (3 to 4)

avoid use of those language features which prevent
determination of control flow statically. For example use of
indirect addressing in assemblers or invocation of functions
using pointer variables in some languages etc.
- ensure that variables are initialised before their use
- liberal use of comments is desirable. Comment every major
control structure, code blocks which perform major data
manipulation or exception processing.
- use problem domain terminology in comments
- use blank lines to enhance code readability
- use indentation to highlight nesting of code
- use blank spaces to separate operators
-while coding expressions use parentheses to explicitly
highlight precedence of evaluation
- use debug option supported by many compilers or conditional
compilation to include or exclude code meant for debugging
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5.3.1. Code Documentation

The code documentation should be produced for whole
software or sub-parts wise. Code documentation should describe
the organisation of code on magnetic media and its distribution
among the various files. It should also include information of
all tools that affect generation of executable version of system
/ sub-system software. A suggested format is given below:

Software Identification
Code Organisation

. List of all files required for generating the executable
version of the software

. Description of file organisation on magnetic media

. Individual File-Headers

. Individual Module-Headers
Executable Version Generation

. Compiler and linker version / release
Procedures for compilation and linking with all
compilation / linking options. In case command procedures
are used listing of all such procedures

Source Code Listings

5.4. Verification and Testing of Code

The verification means comparison at each stage of the
software life cycle to determine that there is faithful
transition from one stage to the next. After implementation
(coding) phase is over the verification activities address issue
of compliance of coded software to coding and documentation
standards, consistency of code with Software Design Document
(SDD). Additionally verification will include testing to
establish that coding has accomplished processing requirements
stated in SDD. Thus code verification activities fall broadly in
two major groups.

Static Verification : Includes checking for language standard
compliance, compliance to coding guidelines (general and project
specific) , verification of control flow, data flow etc.

Dynamic Verification : Includes unit testing and integration
testing.

These verification activities can be carried out with the
help of tools. Wherever possible , use of tools is recommended as
they reduce effort and increase reliability of verification. Also
the verification can be readily repeated and depth of
verification achieved each time is same.

The following are the inputs to the code verification
process.

a) coding guidelines general and project specific
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b) Software Design Document (SDD)

c) Code Verification Plan : This consists of Static and Dynamic
verification plans.

The static verification should address

- compliance to the agreed code documentation guidelines
- checklist of attributes to be tested during static checking
- details of code acceptance / rejection criteria
- methods/ tools to be used for static verification

The dynamic verification should address

- the test environment like computer system, simulators,
operating system, peripheral equipment, operator involvement etc.
- test coverage targets (e.g. branch or path coverage etc.)
- test data for unit and integration testing (SW and HW
integration).
- detailed criteria for acceptance / rejection of modules or set
of modules.

The verification procedures for code include both static
and dynamic analysis as mentioned above. Static techniques are
used to ensure proper form of code and documentation. It is also
used to check consistency between code and design documentation.
Dynamic analysis techniques on the other hand are used to
demonstrate computational and functional correctness of code.

The goals of static verification are

- to check compliance to coding guidelines, language standard and
documentation standards.
- to establish consistency between code and design documentation.
- to assess quality of code.
- to detect control flow and data flow anomalies.
- to generate structural information useful in dynamic testing.

The goals of dynamic verification are

- to perform module level testing to detect abnormal dynamic
behaviour like infinite looping, incjrrect logic, lack of logic
to handle inputs ( incorrect, incomplete etc.) functional or
computational problems in handling data or improper timing
behavior.
- to perform module integration testing with the aim of ensuring
proper linkages between subroutines ( compatible interfaces),
timing behavior, proper initialisation and handling of global
data, resumption of interrupted procedures etc.

Various tools and techniques exist to achieve above
objectives to different extents. Some times sets of tools may be
required to achieve desired goals. The descriptions below are
brief and more practical information will be available in the
indicated references.
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Code Inspection

Code inspection is generally performed using checklist. The
technique has capability to detect large class of errors. The
proper use of coding guidelines particularly those related to
file layouts, style and commenting enhances ease of code
inspection. The checklist is derived on the basis of general,
project specific and language specific guidelines.

Code Walkthrough

Code walkthrough is conducted by walkthrough team along
with the author of the prognam. A set of representative input
data is selected and then code is checked by manually tracing
through the program. This is effective in detecting logic
errors.

Static Analysis

.This is an automated technique generally supported by class
of tools called Static Analysers. These tools take source code as
input and analyse it without executing it; hence the name. The
information prcduced depends upon type of analysis performed by
the tool. Generally speaking the outputs from these tools enhance
visibility of code organisation and detect potential error
conditions. They have capability to verify code against design
documentation. The list below gives various types of analyses
performed by different analysis tools.

- Cross-reference analysis
- Language standard checking
- Data Flow Analysis
- Control Flow Analysis
- Statistical Statement Analysis
- Information Flow Analysis
- Complexity Measurement
- Global Variable Coupling Analysis
- Interface Analysis

Dynamic Analysis

Black Box Testing: Test input data is* derived solely from the
specifications. This technique is good to demonstrate
satisfaction of specifications. However treatment of significant
number of combinations of requirements involves large number of
test cases. Within the black-box testing different test
strategies can be adopted such as

- Equivalence Partitioning
- Boundary Value Analysis
- Statistical Testing

Glass Box Testing: Here the testing is guided by the structure of
the program. This technique is usually used at module level
testing. The basic goal of glass box testing is to increase test
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coverage and thereby increase probability of error detection.
Since detailed structural information about module is required to
conduct glass-box testing, program analysis is pre-requisite. The
testing is usually carried out to meet certain criteria such as

- Statement Coverage
- Branch Coverage
- Multiple Condition Coverage
- Complete Path Coverage ( where possible )

The deliverable from the V&V of code is the Code
Verification Report.
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6. SYSTEM INTEGRATION

The process of hardware / software integration comprises
the combining of verified hardware and software to implement the
system intended to carry out the desired functions. It consists
of assembling the total hardware and the total software, loading
the software into the hardware and verifying that the composite
system actually performs the desired function.

The system integration plan describing the procedural
aspects of the integration should be prepared and verified
against the system requirements. The plan should include the
requirements for procedures covering system configuration
control, system integration, integrated system testing and error
resolution procedures.

For system configuration control, it is essential that any
revision is first verified and that integration is always carried
out using the proper revision of each hardware and software
module.

The system integration procedure should be planned and
documented and must include the following activities: the
integration of hardware modules into the system, loading of
software into the system, preliminary test of the integrated
system, and, formal release of integrated system for
verification.

The integrated system testing is carried out to confirm
that the system has been integrated correctly and performs as
required. Such testing should be carried out with a formal test
plan and test cases selected should exercise each individual
module.

Error resolution procedures applying to all errors detected
during system integration and testing must be planned and
documented.
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7. COMPUTER SYSTEM VALIDATION

The computer system validation is required, as part of the
system approval, to demonstrate that the system is able to
fulfill its specified functionality as described in the Computer
System Specifications. For this purpose testing should be
performed to demonstrate that the hardware and software together,
function according to the specifications, under all operating
conditions. The computer system validation testing should be
carried out as per the system Validation Plan. The plan should
include

a) Static and dynamic testing requirements
b) Testing environment
c) Input signal simulation details and anticipated outputs
d) Test pass / fail criteria
e) Test suspension / resumption criteria
f) Hardware and Software tools to be used in the testing
g) Test log requirements

7.1. Objectives of the Validation Testing

The tests (static and dynamic) should be designed to
exercise the system under normal, anticipated and abnormal
operating conditions.

Control functions should be tested, as far as possible,
using process simulator.

Input data should be chosen within the domain, at the
boundaries of the domain and outside domain.

Comprehensive tests should be devised to establish /
demonstrate the functional and performance features like

- the ability of one hardware / software element of the system to
handle failure in other elements within the system connected to
it. Similarly ability to handle failure in other systems
connected to it.
- handling of expected event sequences, event occurrence rates
and input variation rates.
- system performance as expected under stipulated external
disturbances.
- complete and exhaustive testing of the MMI.
- system recovery in expected mode of operation after transient
or prolonged power break-down.
- the correctness, accuracy and stability of the system outputs.
- response to process and operator within specified limits.
- rationality checks on inputs from process, operator and other
systems.
- Time synchronisation with other systems.
- proper functioning of all interfaces to other computer based
systems.
- functioning of all diagnostics and failure reporting.
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- functioning of fault tolerant features.
- correct functioning of all utilities provided to the operator.
- functioning of passwords and other security features.

ability of system to handle internal error conditions and
exceptions.
- any special requirements.
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8. REVIEW AND DOCUMENTATION

In order to qualify systems for use in research reactors
and nuclear power plants, the Verification and Validation (V & V)
activities and documents listed below are considered essential.
The standard meanings of terms Verification and Validation as
defined by IEEE std. 729-1983 are also given below.

Verification is defined as the process cf determining
whether or not the products of a given phase of software
development cycle fulfill the requirements established during
previous phase and also the act of reviewing, inspecting,
testing, checking, auditing or otherwise establishing and
documenting whether or not items, processes, services or
documents conform to specified requirements.

Validation is defined as the process of evaluating software
at the end of software development process to ensure compliance
with software requirements. The same definition can be extended
to system validation.

8.1. verification and Validation Requirements

Verification of System Requirements Document (SRD)
Verification of Hardware Design
Verification of Software Requirements Specification (SRS)
Verification of Software Design Document (SDD)
Verification of Code and its Documentation
Validation of Integrated System

8.2. Documentation Requirements

System Requirements Document (SRD)
Hardware Design Document
Software Requirements Specification (SRS)
Software Design Document (SDD)
Code and its Documentation
Code Verification Plan
System Validation Plan
Verification and Validation Reports
User Documentation
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